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DON’T DROP THE BABY 
 

Dr Ceri Sutherland 

Consultant anaesthetist and Sleep Specialist 

James Cook University Hospital 

 

AAGBI Core Topics Newcastle 2020 

A national survey of the effects of fatigue on trainees in anaesthesia 2016 

• After night shift: 

84.2% too tired to drive home 

57% experienced an accident or near miss when driving home 

Anaesthesia 2017, 72, 1069–1077 doi:10.1111/anae.13965  

A national survey of the effects of fatigue on trainees in anaesthesia in the UK* 

L. McClelland,1 J. Holland,1 J.-P. Lomas,2 N. Redfern3 and E. Plunkett4 
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Dr Liam Brennan, President of RCoA:   

“Unless we act, the increasingly difficult working conditions for doctors, particularly 

those in training, will impact on our ability to deliver consistently safe, high quality patient 

care. We urge all relevant bodies to work with the RCoA, AAGBI and FICM to seek long-

term solutions to the problem of fatigue affecting NHS staff and call for the necessary 

investment to support over-stretched front line services.’ 

Joint initiative set up in 2017 

Dr Paul Clyburn, Ex President of AAGBI: 

 “Fatigue self-assessment and risk management are not familiar steps in routine daily 

practice. This pack provides some simple resources to help educate clinical staff and their 

managers about fatigue. We hope that by collectively taking responsibility for making changes 

to working practice, we can improve working conditions for staff, for the benefit of patients.” 
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Link to #FightFatigue resource pack 
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What’s up with shiftwork? 

• Job must be done 

• 2 hrs less sleep in 24 hrs than day shift 

• Cognitive decline = legal alcohol limit > 

17hrs awake 

• Poor self assessment, difficulty reading 

facial expression, decreased 

psychomotor vigilance, poor divergent 

thinking, accidents 

• Cost to individual and society 

Minutes of sleep lost per day 

Financial concerns 10.0 

Unrealistic time pressures and stress 8.0 

Mental Health 17.2 

Commuting 30-60mns / >60mns one way 9.2 /16.5 

Raised BMI 2.5-7.0 

Children under 18 4.2 

Why sleep matters – the economic costs of insufficient sleep -  

A cross-country comparative analysis  Hafner, 2016 RAND Europe 

1 hour per day 
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Sleep Loss 

Cost to UK 

economy  

$50.2 bn 

1.86% GDP 

 

 

 

 

 

Why sleep matters – the economic costs of insufficient sleep -  

A cross-country comparative analysis  Hafner, 2016 RAND Europe 
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INCREASED PATIENT MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY

LEAVING PROFESSION 

SURGICAL ERROR 

SUICIDE 

MEDICATION ERROR 

STAFF INJURY 

PRESENTEEISM 

NEEDLESTICK INJURIES 

STAFF SICKNESS 

PROLONGED PATIENT STAY 

ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 

£115m - £240m year -work accidents from fatigue 

 

The Cumulative Cost of Additional Wakefulness—Van Dongen et al 2003 

Self assessment and sleep deprivation 

Deteriorating performance 

with 6 hrs sleep 

Plateau of self 

assessment of 

sleepiness 
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Circadian 

 

Process C 

Homeostatic 

 

Process S 
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Sleep fuel and napping 

Nitric oxide 

Prostanglandin D2 

Cytokines 

Interleukins 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSi66mcHkUM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fd-Zqzd_mlg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSi66mcHkUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSi66mcHkUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fd-Zqzd_mlg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fd-Zqzd_mlg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fd-Zqzd_mlg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fd-Zqzd_mlg
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•  1996 J A Horne, professora, L A Reyner, research associate
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Nobel prize Jeffrey C. Hall, Michael Rosbash and Michael W. Young 

Cellular clocks 

23.47–24.64 
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Normal sleep, wake and alertness 

Circadian rhythm of alertness 
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Sleepiness on the night shift 

Sleep pressure from prolonged wakefulness 

Circadian rhythm of alertness 

IARC Working Group 2019  

 

‘limited evidence in humans that night shift work causes breast, prostate, and colorectal cancer’
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? 
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FATIGUE RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

NAPS 
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The two-process model of sleep. Panel A (Top) represents the homeostatic and circadian processes in a day working nurse. Panel B (Middle) 

shows these same processes for a night shift nurse without a nap who retires upon arriving home at 8 AM, goes to sleep at 8:30 AM and 

wakes at 1 PM. Panel C (Bottom) shows these same processes with a 30 minute nap taken at 3:30 AM.  

Artwork by Joanne Pinna, M.S.  

LIGHT 
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FOOD 

SUPPORT 
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Adequate sleep opportunity on days off  

Think about sleep disorders  

Eat a full meal before night shift  

Nap before your night shift starts 

Take 10-20 minute undisturbed naps during your shift  

Imbibe caffeinated drinks before naps in 1st half of night shift 

aVoid big meals on night shift  

Expose yourself to bright light to stay more alert on night shift   

Night risk for errors is highest at 2am-5am   

Embrace individual differences 

Strategic departmental planning to avoid danger   

Speak up about sleepiness   

     

A NAP CAN SAVE A LIFE 


